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I. THE PYRRHUS’ VICTORY OF
MAINSTREAM ECONOMICS.
1. Economics has moved away from the
humanities and other social disciplines in the
direction of a natural science approach.





Invention of new concepts ...
Their standardisation and wide diffusion
Intensive use of quantification…
Hence mathematisation and formalisation

 From grand visions to theories…
 …From theories to a series of models…
 …Tested by the development of specific and

powerful techniques
 Professionalization of economists’ training
 Organization of large international networks…
 …Explosion of academic reviews

o The old style: historical perspective and conceptual discussion

Source:

Dictionary of Political
Economy, Vol. III,
p. 222-223

o The old style: an eclectic and literary approach

Source: Dictionary of Political Economy (1988), Vol. III, p. 221-223

oThe new style: quantification and formalisation.

Source: The New Palgrave. A Dictionary of Economics (1988), Vol. III, p. 1018-1019.

oThe new style: a possibility to test and select theories.

Source: The New Palgrave. A Dictionary of Economics (1988), Vol. III, p. 1018-1019.

2. The pride of economists: their discipline is
progressively becoming a science.
 Natural scientists looking at economics recognise their

tools and style of reasoning
 Rational choice theory is exported to many other social
sciences, such as sociology, history, political analysis.
 This claim to science makes economists the top advisers
of governments, central banks,…
 Economists claim credit for the merits of a fast and noninflationary growth in the 2000s.

3. The present crisis is dissipating these
illusions.
 The inability to predict any of the recessions

since the 80s.
o An example: OECD Economic Outlook from 1984 to
2007.
The forecasts published on June each year have never
been able to anticipate a recession that came in the
following quarter.

 The macroeconomic profession was unable to anticipate the

brutal downturn associated with Lehman Brothers’
bankruptcy.
Output forecast
made on third
quarter 2008

Source:
Volker Wieland (2010),
Model comparison and
Robustness: A proposal for
policy analysis after the
financial crisis, WP Goethe
Uiversity Frankfurt,
November 28th.

o It will be a mild and short recession
Output forecast
made in the
fourth quarter
2008

Source:
Volker Wieland
(2010), ibidem

o The recession is deeper, but the recovery stronger
Output forecast
made in the first
quarter 2009

Source:
Volker Wieland
(2010), ibidem

o At least the recovery is correctly forecast, but not the
subsequent slowdown
Output forecast
made in the second
quarter 2009

Source:
Volker Wieland (2010),

ibidem

 A second function of models: to detect causalities in

order to assess the impact of an exogenous change

Macroeconomists disagree about the impact of the recent
fiscal stimulus
o Keynesian models: the multiplier is about 1.6

o DSGE typical models: this multiplier is much lower
than 1, around 0.3
o Pure Ricardian equivalence hypothesis: private
consumption reduction strictly compensates extra
public spending, the multiplier is equal to 0
o During a severe financial crisis, the over-indebtness
may trigger highly pessimistic expectations: the
multiplier is negative.

 The extreme fragility of multipliers
o Normal times and financial crisis

Source:
Giancarlo Corsetti
(2010), What is right

(and left to do) in
macroeconomics? A
lot, December.

About the cognitive origins of the

Euro crisis
It is dangerous to trust an irrelevant macroeconomic theory that discards the very possibility
of a systemic crisis

Hypotheses

Table 1 - The
consequences of the
new classical
macroeconomics
upon the assessment
of the viability of the
Euro

Mechanisms
involved

Consequences
of Euro

Degree
of realism

1. Exogenous money
created by Central
Bank

Typical
monetarism
Neutrality of
money in the long
run

Price stability is
the first
objective of
Central Bank

In modern
financial system,
endogenous money
creation

2. Full employment
equilibrium

Perfect adjustment
by prices and wage
flexibility
Only voluntary
unemployment

Basically no
inflation /
unemployment
trade off

Large and steady
involuntary
unemployment in
many EU
economies

3. Symmetric shocks
will prevail over
asymmetric,
country specific
shocks

Thus a common
monetary policy
will fulfil the bulk
of macroeconomic
adjustments

Euro-zone can
be viable even
if it is not an
optimum for
monetary
unification

Significant
endogeneity of
productivity at the
national level

4. Rational
expectations for all
actors:
- Firms,
households
- goverments

The economic
policy rule
associated to the
Euro will affect all
private and public
strategies

The
irreversibility of
Euro is crucial
for its
credibility

Adaptation of
firms and banks…
But governments
play a domestic
political games

5. The same size for
all

Existence of
generic economic
adjustments
common to all
member-States

The Euro will
speed up a
nominal and
possibly real
convergence

The Single Market
has generated a
deeper division of
labour, hence
heterogeneity

 But what role is left for theories and modelling?
o Forecasting: a longstanding illusion
o Explaining the functioning of contemporary
economies: no consensus even for some basic
mechanisms
o Simply a thought experiment: creating abstract
economic worlds in order to assess the relations
between their configurations and their static or
dynamic properties.

THEORETICAL MODELS AS ECONOMIC FICTIONS

Each theoretician invents his own imaginary
world in which his hypotheses apply
Diagram 1 – From general equilibrium theory to game theory: analyses by domains but
not any theory for the complete economic system
GENERAL
EQUILIBRIUM
THEORY

GAME
Removing some key hypotheses

No
auctioneer

Asymmetric
information

Missing
future markets

Strategic interplay
between agents

Increasing
returns

Imperfect
competition

THEORY

Alternative
solution
concepts
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° Unstable equilibrium
° Micro behavior does
not imply any definite
aggregate regularity
Rational
expectations

Statistical
Theory of
aggregation

Coordination of
monetary economies
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Temporary
agent
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+
disequilibrium
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theory
expectations
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International
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P.
KRUGMAN

 On the same issue, each sub-field develops

independently and therefore the profession as a
whole presents contradictory results and
recommendations
- First example: Keynesian versus Real Business
Cycles models on taxation and public spending
- Second example: the impact of securitization on
financial stability, positive for quants, negative for
asymmetric information theoreticians

- The contradictory nature of “economic
knowledge” is widely perceived outside the
profession, for instance by novelists
“L’intérêt d’Hélène pour l’économie avait
beaucoup décru au fil des ans. De plus en
plus, les théories qui tentaient d’expliquer
les phénomènes économiques, de prévoir
leurs évolutions, lui apparaissaient
également inconsistances, hasardeuses,
elle était de plus en plus tentée de les
assimiler à du charlatanisme pur et
simple. Il était même surprenant qu’on
attribue un prix Nobel d’économie,
comme si cette discipline pouvait se
prévaloir de la même rigueur intellectuelle
que la chimie ou que la physique.” p. 327.

“Helen’s interest in economics had
been eroding drastically over the
years. Increasingly, theories
attempting to explain economic
phenomena and predict their
evolution appeared to her equally
inconsistent and dubious; she was
tempted to equate them to pure and
simple charlatanism. It was even
surprising to give a Nobel Prize in
economics, as if the discipline could
claim the same intellectual rigor as
chemistry or physics.”

Michel Houllebecq. 2010. La carte et le territoire, Flammarion: Paris

 None of the ad hoc models is tested rigorously:

no example of any theory falsified and rejected
by negative empirical results
- First example: new endogenous growth theory
assumes unitary increasing returns to scale, the
probability of which is 0.

- Second example: the pricing of options assumes
that rates of return follow a Gaussian law, whereas
they obey to a Student distribution

The benign neglect of Popper’s falsification strategy: postulating a
Gaussian law instead of a Student for stock market rates of return

Source : Cont Rama (2009), “Risques financiers: quelle modélisation mathématique?”, Pour la
Science, n° 375, Janvier, p. 25.

 Since “anything goes”, the only limits to new

theorizing are the imagination of the
economists and the diversity and size of their
tool kits
- First consequence: an increasing balkanization of
economics.

- Second consequence: general irresponsibility
concerning the relevance of contemporary research
“Personally I was right, only my colleagues were
wrong”

A sentence frequently heard about the present crisis
A COMPLETE ANOMY IN THE
INTELLECTUAL DIVISION OF LABOR

II. THE NEW CLASSICAL
MACROECONOMIC THEORY: A
CONTRIBUTION TO ECONOMIC
POLICY FAILURES.

1. A brief history of macroeconomics since
John-Maynard Keynes’ General Theory

 Keynes: the search for relevance and the role of
conventions

 The demise of the Keynesian legacy: academic
controversy and post-1973 stagflation

 A macro-economy with micro-foundations: a
representative agent

 The central bankers legitimize absurd and irrelevant
macro models…and then came the crisis

The credit is given to banks and not to households and the
firms: no recovery of credit to the non-financial sector

III. THE PRESENT CRISIS : A
TRUMP FOR A RENEWED
POLITICAL ECONOMY

1. An alternative approach is possible and required
 Money is created via the credit supply by banks
 Financial markets create socially relevant expectations

about economic activity, however irrational they might
turn out to be

 Possible macro regularities emerge out of the

horizontal interactions among heterogeneous agents
 Any macro regularity is space- and time-contingent

and will finally phase out due to the opportunistic
behavior of individuals who exploit it.
 Crises of various types are endogenous to the process

of accumulation.

There is no room for the concept of crisis in
conventional macroeconomics…but they are a
recurrent phenomenon

Authors
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1.

MARX

KEYNES

MINSKY

Core hypotheses



The capitalist mode of production implies a
specific dynamics that f capital accumulation

Nature of crises

Possible interpretations of the present crisis



They are integral part of the accumulation process



Basically an endogenous crisis



Transformation towards finance capital and
diffusion at the World level



The expression of the domination of financial
capital



The American crisis diffuses internationally



Expectations govern firms decisions on
investment, production and employment



Unemployment as a self fulfilling pessimistic
prophecy



Stability of a high involuntary unemployment
even if wage are flexible



Intrinsic difficulty to compute the fundamental
value of an asset



Clear limit of monetary policy facing a systemic
financial crisis



Facing a risk of depression, public budget is
more efficient than monetary policy



Endogeneity of credit booms in the emergence of
speculative bubble and over accumulation



Crises happen when hedging is overcome by
speculation and Ponzi finance



Key role of credit to financial institutions and
poor households



Reemergence of Ponzi type frauds

1.

WICKSELL



The gap between monetary interest rate and the
rate of return of capital sets into motion
macroeconomic dynamics



They are the outcome of a low monetary interest
rate



The victory over inflation by the conservative
Central banker leads to a permanently too low
short term interest rate

1.

SCHUMPETER



Productive and organizational innovations
periodically re-launch accumulation



The turning point from the boom to the recession
is endogenous



The speed of financial innovations has triggered a
boom, followed by a brutal adjustment



Innovators require access to credit



The downward adjustment may generate a long
lasting depression

1.

FISHER



The downward phase of the cycle does not
necessarily prepare the recovery



The deflation increases the real cost of debt
repayment and thus be propagating depression



After September 2008, general fear about a
repetition of the lost Japanese decade: stagnation
and deflation

1.

KNIGHT



Profit is the remuneration of risk taking



The complete generalization of risk taking and
creating unfolds a radical uncertainty at the
systemic level



What was initially conceived as hedging against
risk finally triggers a speculative bubble that endsup into a systemic crisis

1.

HAYEK



The price system is diffusing the relevant
information for actors, but does not necessarily
allocate efficiency resources



With modern finance, “mark to model” and
perverse incentives in the financial system, prices
are loosing their informational content



The erroneous pricing of many derivatives
generates a speculative bubble, a misallocation of
credit and competence, hence a systemic crisis

IV. AS MANY ECONOMIC POLICY
CONCEPTIONS AS PARADIGMS.

THREE STRATEGIES IN MACRO MODELING OF FINANCE AND ITS IMPACT UPON THE REAL

Imperfections
 Frictions
 Price rigidity
 Imperfect financial
markets

ECONOMY

– The deductive / Axiomatic Approach
A pure market economy
An hybrid
DSGE model

Ability to mimic some
historical series

A technically admissible
complexity

Calibration

The hidden political agenda of economics
THE PRINCIPLES

A CONJECTURE

A restricted concern:
Economics analyzes
efficiency in the
allocation of scarce
resources

Markets are the
less-inefficient
coordinating
mechanisms

A RECOMMENDATION
Extend the
markets to all
possible domains
of society: polity,
family, culture,

– An eclectic / Ad hoc method: classical / Keynesian in the Colander’s sense
Common concepts but competing
research agenda
(New Classical, New Keynesian,…)
Yes
Ability to
reproduce

Stylized Facts
No
Search for mechanisms at
the origin of SF
Selection by empirical
relevance of these
mechanisms

Derived complexity of the
resulting model

Simulation

This strategy is rarely followed : beliefs , interests and
ideologies crowds out scientific methodology
THE IDEAL
Test empirically
which effects are
dominant and discard
those that are
falsified

THE USUAL
PRACTICE

Each economic
school sticks to
its founding
principles

THE OUTCOME
Governments
select the theory
that justifies its
economic policy
that is implie,d by
its socio-political
coalition.,

– An institutionally grounded macro modeling: A given configuration of a capitalist economy

Monetary
Financial / regime

Gold standard
Credit money

Form of
Competition

Labor Market
Institutions

In product
goods
In finance

Type of mobility

Bank /
Stock market
centered

Degree of
centralization of
wage
negotiation

State /
Economy
Nexus

Institutions
into the
World
Economy

Tax
system
Public
spending

Exchange rate
regime
External capital
mobility

Regulation of
labor,
credit,
finance

Formation
of exchange
rate

Classical,
monetarist,
conservative
central banker
Interest rate
Open market

Possible
rationing

Endogeneity if
Philllips curves
and equivalent
wage equations

Credit
Stock market

A context situated macro-model

An opening to the diversity of capitalisms but too much
complexity in economic policy recommendations
THE STRENGTHS
A response to
national trajectory
specificity
Distinction between
stable regimes and
structural crisis
periods.

THE LIMITS

No universal one
best way
Need for policies
articulating
various domains,
context and
time specific.

THE CONSEQUENCES
Most politicians
prefer wrong but
simple ideas
compared with
less irrealistic but
complex ones. ,

A synthetic presentation of Economic Policy Regimes and Strategies of Reforms
Economic policy
regimes
Stable
periods
Nature and
hierarchy of
institutional forms

Degree and type of
democracy

Crisis periods
Strategies of reform

Stable
periods

Keynesianism and institutionalization
Keynesian stabilization,
progressive tax, welfare

Widely
encompassing
political coalitions

Implicit Hegemony
of labor
Crisis periods
More public
intervention ( income
policy, indicative
planning, industrial
policy)

– Monetarism and liberalization
Monetarist, pro-market
incentives

Stable
periods
Shift towards
capital hegemony

Capture of State
power by a small
fraction of the
society

Crisis periods
Privatization,
liberalization, opening
to world competition

– Brands of capitalism and dominant economic policy regimes
CAPITALISMS

MARKET-LED

MESO-

GENERAL



Correct market
failures



Promote
adequate
market
incentives

STYLE

2.

INTEREST
MEDIATION

SOCIAL

CORPORATIST

POLICY REGIMES
1.

STATE-LED





Formally
democracy,

by

Actually,
lobbying

by

Coordinate
private
expectations and
strategies

DEMOCRATIC

Extended
regulations,



Compromise
among
stakeholders



Pragmatism in
solving
problems

Indicative planning

Administrative
guidance

Leading role of large
firms, limited
response to citizens
demands



Sensitive to
government
ideology



Either
technocratic or
clientelist

Deliberation and
negotiation among
all social groups and
stakeholders

3.

OBJECTIVES

Best trade-off
between
macroeconomic
stability and growth

National
competitiveness
while preserving
social cohesion

Modernization and
growth

Successful insertion
into the world
economy in order to
sustain an extended
welfare

4.

PRIVILEGED

Mainly monetary
and budget policies

Education and
innovation policy,

Laws, regulations,
taxation, planning



National pacts



Innovation
policy



Efficient
welfare

TOOLS

V. THE REAL ACTORS OF
ECONOMIC POLICY ARE NOT
THE ECONOMISTS BUT
INTERESTS GROUPS AND
POLITICIANS.

3. Ideologies and political orientations play a role, but
far less than professional conformity does
 A frequent interpretation by critical and heterodox analysts.
 De facto, the vision is a precondition for theorizing and theories
orient modeling (Schumpeter):
o
o
o
o

A vision: what are the actors and the issues at stake?
One of several theories can be built starting from this vision.
Many models varying in time and space can be derived from these theories.
The policy recommendations proposed by the economists can be loosely connected
with the model.
o Politicians always select the policies and conclusions that fit with their strategy
decided for political reasons.

 Nevertheless, opposite camps in economic policy
may share the same analytical tools and models.
Some examples:
-

-

In the 60s and 70s, micro-theory was used as an argument in favor of
market mechanisms in the US whereas in France it was a tool for
efficiently managing public enterprises and collective rules.
Both Chicago University and MIT economic departments share a
common macroeconomic work horse, the DGSE framework, but differ
on some hypotheses (flexible or fixed prices and wages).

 This is explained by the common references to an
economic research field: even heterodox economists
have to work within the DGSE model; whose basic
hypotheses they consider as erroneous.
ISN’T CONFORMITY A STRONGER DISCIPLINARY
DEVICE THAN IDEOLOGIES FOR ACADEMICS?

Two political parties, two opposed analyses of the crisis
1. Keynesian Democrats

2. Pro-free-market Republicans

Financiers’ lobby

Uncertain
political
support

Excessive regulation
Tee Party
political
support

Deregulation
repeal of Glass
Steagal Act

Public guarantee
on Fannie Mae
and Freddy Mac

Rapid growth of
Shadow banking
An evidence for
re-regulation

Collapse

Pressure on
Fannie Mae and
Freddy Mac to
take risk

Housing
bubble

Moral hazard
An evidence for
de-regulation

Collapse

Private agents
take major risks

Housing
bubble

5. Converting economic power into the political
power to shape governments policies: the US
POLITICS

Two party system

Lobbying as legal
corruption

Constitutional check and
balance built in stasis

The richest groups
shape the regulation

Weak citizens
advocacy

Competition
for fund raising
The richest have
more funds

+
Interest to
lobbying

Concentration
of capital

More acute
distributional
conflicts

Stock
option
accounting

Slower
productivity
growth

ECONOMY

No
regulation of
derivatives

Seniority
of
derivatives

Rising power
of Wall Street

Repeal of
Glass
Steagall Act

Less
ability to
lobby

Partial /
Conflicting
issues

Decline
of unions

Segmented
ad hoc
associations

SOCIETY

Poor ability to
screen political
program

Exposure to
concentrated
media

Macroeconomics after the crisis: Time to deal with the pretense-of-knowledge syndrome
Ricardo Caballero

Professor at MIT

October 2010.

V - CONCLUSION.
C1 – The intellectual failure of mainstream
economics is complete but its influence
upon economic policy shows an
impressive resilience.
C2 – This opens an avenue for a renewed
political economy but it calls for a agora
where heterodox currents discuss the
construction of a common platform.

C3 - In any case the role of economists in the
production of economic policies is subordinate
to the nature of political coalitions.
C4 – Therefore a central but quite difficult research
agenda should be to open the black box of
economic policy formation. What are the
processes that leads to
-policy regimes along an established
development mode
-reform strategies during structural
crises.

C5 - By nature this is a multi-disciplinary research,
that crosses both economic specialisations
and many other social sciences .
C6 – This is an institutional issue about academia
and not only an intellectual challenge.

C7– The present crisis opens a window of
opportunity but it is already late
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